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Chapter 1011: What Does She Want 

 

Gong Tianhao listened to Li Yuanhang’s report with a serious expression. 

He asked, “Yuanhang, is she really Weng Jingjing?” 

Li Yuanhang shook his head and said, “I’m not sure yet. After all, there was once a fake Weng Jingjing. 

How long has it been? 

“This Weng Jingjing is very different from the Weng Jingjing we knew in university. If they are the same 

person, this change is too big. 

“If it’s not Weng Jingjing, then what’s the purpose of this Weng Jingjing who suddenly appeared? Or 

perhaps, someone deliberately created such a person?” 

The difference Li Yuanhang mentioned was in temperament. 

What Li Yuanhang said was different. It was not the difference in appearance but in temperament. 

Hearing Li Yuanhang’s words, Gong Tianhao suddenly had a flash of inspiration and immediately said, 

“Yuanhang, a while ago, didn’t you say that someone deliberately investigated Lingyu and me? Yu ‘Er 

suspected that it was the Royal Forest Group. Now, another Weng Jingjing appeared. Do you think this is 

connected?” 

Li Yuannhang was silent for a moment and said with uncertainty, “It’s certainly possible! How about this, 

Tianhao? I will immediately get someone to investigate this Lady Linda who suddenly appeared!” 

“Okay, then you should make the arrangements as soon as possible!” Gong Tianhao nodded. 

Just as Li Yuanhang was about to leave the president’s office, he hesitated again, as if he had something 

to ask. 

Gong Tianhao said speechlessly, “Just tell me what it is.” 

“…” Li Yuanhang held back his fist and waved it at Gong Tianhao. He took a deep breath and asked 

directly, “Tianhao, do you still have feelings for this Weng Jingjing?” 

Hearing his good friend’s question, it was Gong Tianhao’s turn to throw his fist at Li Yuanhang. In the 

end, he resisted the urge and rolled his eyes, “What nonsense are you talking about? To tell you the 

truth, I have never had any feelings for Weng Jingjing.” 

Hearing this, Li Yuanhang showed a suspicious expression, “Really? But I remember that when Weng 

Jingjing broke up with you in university, you were so drunk that you almost died.” 

Gong Tianhao’s face immediately darkened. He had never wanted anyone to mention that dark history. 

Especially after he married Xiao Lingyu, he didn’t want anyone to mention it. 

Gong Tianhao gritted his teeth and said, “I told you, I didn’t get drunk because of breaking up with her. I 

had other reasons.” 



“Other reasons?” Li Yuanhang still looked like he didn’t want to believe it. He continued to say, “But Old 

Master thought that you were drunk to death because of a woman.But now you’re telling me that it’s 

not for this reason. This is very hard to believe, Tianhao.” 

Normally, Li Yuanhang would call Gong Tianhao Boss or CEO in public, but in private, he would call Gong 

Tianhao by his name. 

Gong Tianhao was even more annoyed. He gritted his teeth and said, “Whether you believe it or not, 

this is the truth. Also, don’t mention this to me again in the future. Otherwise, don’t blame me!” 

“…” Li Yuanhang said with a smile, “Okay, I won’t mention this anymore. But, now that another Weng 

Jingjing has appeared, it’s very likely that she came with ill intentions. You have to be prepared! I’m very 

sure that she came for you. Yes, it’s more likely that she came for the title of the President’s wife!” 

“In her dreams!” Gong Tianhao said decisively. Then, he thought for a while and said, “Pass down the 

order. In the future, our company is not allowed to let this woman in. Also, don’t mention this woman in 

front of me in the future, and don’t let this woman appear in front of me.” 

Li Yuanhang said speechlessly, “Uh, this… Tianhao, regardless of whether this Weng Jingjing is real or 

not, at least she is still a human. Since she is a human, we can’t control her actions. Other than not 

letting her enter the company, we can’t control her movements. I can only wish you luck.” As he said 

this, Li Yuanhang clearly had a gloating expression on his face. 

“…” Gong Tianhao gritted his teeth and said, “You don’t need to worry about this!” 

Li Yuanhang said fearlessly, “I’m not worried about you. But what I’m worried about is whether some 

rumors will reach Madam’s ears. After all, for everyone, you and Weng Jingjing used to be a couple.” 
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Speaking of his wife, Gong Tianhao said confidently, “You don’t have to worry about that. My Yu ‘Er will 

never believe those rumors.” 

Li Yuanhang nodded and said, “That’s good. Otherwise, I’m afraid that your wife will leave you after 

hearing these rumors.” 

Gong Tianhao’s face darkened. He said coldly to Li Yuanhang, “Get lost!” 

Seeing that Gong Tianhao was really going to throw a tantrum, Li Yuanhang quickly got lost. 

Gong Tianhao held a pen in one hand and tapped the table with the other. His expression was cold and 

stern. He said unhurriedly, “Whether it’s Weng Jingjing or Li Jingjing, or Zhang Jingjing, they won’t have 

the chance to destroy the relationship between Yu ‘Er and me.” 

In the following days, Li Yuanhang waited for Weng Jingjing to visit him. Then, he would tell her to get 

lost and warn her not to come again in the future. 

However, after waiting for five to six days, Weng Jingjing did not come to the company again. 



However, in the business world, there was a strong woman with an elegant, smart, and decisive 

temperament who appeared. She was Miss Linda. 

Miss Linda’s resume was also quite beautiful. She once received a double master’s degree from a top 

university in country M. After that, she went to country A to develop and became an executive in a very 

famous big company in the world. 

But recently, because of personal reasons, she returned to China to work. 

As soon as she entered the current company, she won the most difficult big business in the entire 

company. Moreover, in just a few days, she received several big orders. 

In order to reward her for her contributions and also to retain this talent, the company gave her houses 

and cars, and her annual salary was more than ten million. 

In just a few days, she had created a legend, which made many elites in the workplace envious. 

Linda became someone people worshiped. 

Smart, beautiful, noble, and elegant. What made people admire her the most was that she was smart, 

capable, and capable, not a pretty face. 

After hearing these rumors, Li Yuanhang knitted his brows tightly, his heart full of doubts. 

“This Linda… what is Weng Jingjing up to?” 

In just a few days, her deeds could be spread throughout the entire business and professional world. He 

could not believe that no one was behind it. 

Li Yuanhang could not help but show some worry on his face. 

He now somewhat believed that this Linda was the real Weng Jingjing. 

Weng Jingjing, who went to university back then, was a beautiful woman on the surface, but in the dark, 

she was a woman who refused to admit defeat and would do anything to achieve her goals. 

Now that she had returned, she came straight for Gong Tianhao. She didn’t see Gong Tianhao, but not 

long after, news of her deeds spread. 

Li Yuanhang was very sure that this woman, Weng Jingjing, definitely had a goal. 

But what was her goal? 

It seemed that this matter had to be reported to Gong Tianhao so that he could be mentally prepared. 

After all, they had seen how Weng Jingjing did things. In order to achieve her motive, she would do 

anything! 

“Tianhao, what do you think this woman’s motive is?” After reporting the situation to Gong Tianhao, Li 

Yuanhang asked worriedly. 



Gong Tianhao’s expression was slightly serious. He furrowed his brows and knocked on the table with 

one hand. Then, he said coldly, “No matter what her motive is, just ignore her. Do you think I, Gong 

Tianhao, am afraid of this woman?” 

Hearing Gong Tianhao’s words, Li Yuanhang immediately relaxed and said with a smile, “That’s right. 

Why should we be worried? She can do whatever she wants. It seems like I was worried for nothing!” 

When Gong Tianhao heard that, he looked at him suspiciously and said, “If I’m not worried, what are 

you worried about?” 

Li Yuanhang said with a laugh, “Alright, Tianhao, it’s fine. I’ll go and do my work too!” 

As Gong Tianhao’s assistant, he had more things to do than Gong Tianhao, his boss. 

His boss was lazy. 

After Li Yuanhang left, Gong Tianhao thought for a while and made a call. As soon as the call was 

connected, he ordered, “Send someone to keep an eye on Linda!” 

Although he was not afraid of causing trouble, he did not dare to underestimate a woman. 

He had already suffered such a loss once. He definitely could not suffer it again. 

Just as Li Yuanhang had said, this woman, Weng Jingjing, could not be underestimated. He did not know 

when she would cause him big trouble. 

To be on the safe side, it was better to send someone to keep an eye on her. If she made any 

movements, they would know immediately. 

A few days later, there were a few more well-known companies in the business world that tried their 

best to poach Linda. They all gave her very generous treatment. However, she rejected all of them 

because her current company was very nice to her. 

Her rejection was praised as being loyal. 

The rumors about the high-ranking elite Lady Linda did not seem to have any effect on the imperial 

palace group, Gong Tianhao or Li Yuanhang. 

Even if this Lady Linda were beautiful, capable, and capable, the imperial palace group wouldn’t poach 

her. 

Li Yuanhang frowned in his office and asked in confusion, “What is this woman trying to do by making 

such a big commotion?” 

The people Gong Tianhao sent to monitor the situation reported that other than working, this Lady 

Linda only spent her time gathering with her friends or going home to rest. She didn’t seem to be 

someone who made such a big commotion. 

Gong Tianhao just asked people to keep an eye on her. 

Gong Tianhao said calmly, “As long as she doesn’t mess with me, no matter how big of a fuss she makes, 

it’s none of my business.” 



Li Yuanhang shook his head disapprovingly and said, “No, Tianhao. I think her motive for making such a 

big fuss is very likely to be you. It’s just that we can’t figure out her motive for now.” 

After saying this, he paused for a moment and said, “I think this woman is undoubtedly Weng Jingjing 

herself.” She would do anything to achieve her motive. 

Just like what Li Yuanhang was worried about. 

A few days later, another rumor started in the business world. 
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Recently, there was another rumor in the business world. 

This time, this rumor was related to the imperial group, Gong Tianhao and Li Yuanhang. 

“Did you know that Linda is actually a university classmate of the CEO’s assistant, Li Yuanhang, and the 

CEO, Gong Tianhao?” 

“Classmates? What’s the big deal?” Someone asked in confusion. 

“Being schoolmates with the president and assistant of the imperial group is not normal.” 

Someone covered his mouth and laughed, “After so many years, have you heard of anyone who has a 

schoolmate relationship with the president of the Imperial Group, Gong Tianhao, and his assistant, Li 

Yuanhang? No, I don’t think so. So Linda might be close to them.” He paused for a moment and 

continued, “That’s true. She is a classmate of Gong Tianhao and Li Yuanhang. How can her abilities be 

bad? No wonder Linda is so smart and capable. It turns out that birds of a feather flock together.” 

Someone said doubtfully, “Since they have a good relationship, why didn’t Linda choose to work at the 

Imperial Group ?” 

Someone guessed, “Maybe because she’s an old classmate, she’s too embarrassed!” After all, people 

who relied on their connections would be criticized behind their backs, no matter how smart and 

capable they were. Therefore, no one would be happy if their ability was denied. 

“In that case, she might as well choose another company and make a name for herself in the workplace 

with her ability. This way, no one can talk about her behind her back, saying that she came in through 

the back door… Is that right?” 

“It makes sense.” Someone immediately nodded and said, “Those with ability can shine anywhere. 

Those without ability, no matter how strong their backers are, will still be criticized!” 

“That’s why Linda didn’t choose the imperial group but chose another company. It’s a very wise choice!” 

Someone praised, “Wait until she makes a name for herself before looking for a better company. Even if 

she is close to Gong Tianhao and Li Yuanhang, she didn’t pick to work at Imperial Palace to prevent 

people from talking about her.” 

Someone said without hesitation, “Sigh, Linda is indeed a smart, beautiful, talented, and beautiful 

woman.” 



If it were an ordinary person, with Gong Tianhao’s strong backing, the Imperial Palace Group would 

definitely be their first choice for work. 

However, Linda didn’t do that and chose another method that was more beneficial to her. 

“Tianhao, the outside world is saying that Linda might choose to come to our company,” Li Yuanhang 

heard such a rumor and was in a bad mood. 

Without waiting for Gong Tianhao’s response, Li Yuanhang’s face showed a trace of anger, “Fuck, I knew 

this Linda must have some purpose. She is taking a step back, but actually, she is attacking. She wants to 

get public opinion on her side. As expected of that woman. She doesn’t hold back.” 

Then, Li Yuanhang asked again, “Tianhao, there are such rumors in the outside world. How should we 

deal with them now?” 

Gong Tianhao glanced at him and said with an indifferent expression, “It’s just a clown jumping around. 

Why should we care about her?” 

“…” Li Yuanhang smiled and said, “That’s right, she’s just a clown jumping around. It’s just that…” 

At this point, Li Yuanhang paused for a moment and said with some worry, “I think Linda’s purpose is 

not as simple as entering our company, right?” 

Gong Tianhao frowned slightly and thought for a moment. Then, he said, “Let’s wait and see!” 

Li Yuanhang nodded and asked, “Tianhao, don’t we need to pay attention to the rumors in the outside 

world?” 

Gong Tianhao shook his head and said indifferently, “No need to pay attention to it! Let’s see what she 

wants to do next.” 

He had the same thoughts as Li Yuanhang. This Linda was undoubtedly Weng Jingjing herself. 
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As expected, compared to the original, the difference between the real and the fake was too great. 

It was a pity that Bai Shanshan was killed. Otherwise, she could have performed in front of the original. 

It would have been wonderful. 

Of course, Gong Tianhao was not a person who liked to watch a show. 

After work, when Li Yuanhang passed by the front desk, he was stopped by the front desk lady. 

“Assistant Li!” 

Li Yuanhang looked at the expressions of the two front desk ladies who wanted to say something but 

hesitated. They winked at each other and pushed each other. He asked in amusement, “Why did you 

stop me? If you have any questions, just ask. There’s nothing to be embarrassed about.” He was not 

Gong Tianhao, who seemed to be rejecting everyone from thousands of miles away. 

He had always been gentle and friendly to his subordinates. 



The lady at the front desk could not help but ask, “Assistant Li, I’ve heard a lot of rumors that Miss Linda 

is going to come to our company. Is that true?” 

She had a good impression of Linda. She was beautiful and elegant, and she was very polite to others. 

There were also rumors that she was very capable. Therefore, she somewhat believed the rumors about 

her coming to the imperial group. 

When Li Yuanhang heard them, he patted their heads and said with a smile, “That’s a rumor. Since it’s a 

rumor, how much credibility can it have? Just focus on your jobs.” 

When the front desk lady heard this, she asked with some doubt, “Assistant Li, do you mean that Miss 

Linda won’t switch to our company?” 

The other one also asked anxiously, “Why is that? I heard that she and you and the President are old 

classmates, right? Why shouldn’t the company welcome a talent?” 

Hearing their words, Li Yuanhang’s face instantly darkened, and his expression was serious as he berated 

them, “The rumors in the outside world are just rumors. There’s no need to take them seriously! Also, 

you’re at the front desk. You just need to do your job well at the front desk. As for the company’s 

matters, it’s not of your concern. “Otherwise, the company will have to consider whether you’re suitable 

to work in the company or not.” 

Hearing Assistant Li’s warning, the two front desk ladies’ faces changed. Then, they said seriously, 

“Assistant Li, we won’t make such mistakes in the future!” 

After warning the two front desk ladies, Li Yuanhang turned around and left. 

It seemed that the rumor did have an impact on the company. Otherwise, why did the front desk think 

that Linda would jump to the imperial group? 

Linda was probably the only one who made such a stir in the industry. Who would believe that there 

was no one manipulating this? 

However, since Gong Tianhao said that he didn’t need to care about this, Li Yuanhang obliged. 

Li Yuanhang drove his car and was stopped just as he left the company entrance. 

Li Yuanhang rolled down the car window and saw the woman who had appeared in front of him to stop 

the car. He asked expressionlessly, “Ms. Linda, what’s the matter?” 

Linda smiled and said, “My car broke down today. Yuanhang, can you give me a ride?” 

Li Yuanhang said expressionlessly, “You can take a taxi!” 

Linda looked inside the car and said with a smile, “Yuanhang, since your car is empty, please give me a 

ride. No matter what, we are old classmates. You can’t just leave me stranded here, right?” 

Li Yuanhang was speechless at Linda’s shamelessness, but thinking of this woman’s character, he felt 

that it was reasonable. 

It made Li Yuanhang become vigilant. 



She came with bad intentions! This was how Li Yuanhang felt. But there was no reward without risk. 

He wanted to see what this woman wanted to do. 

“Alright, get in!” Li Yuanhang said. 

As soon as Linda got in the car, Gong Tianhao, who followed Li Yuanhang out, frowned and thought for a 

while. 

Linda, who got in the car, smiled and said to Li Yuanhang, “Yuanhang, we haven’t seen each other for a 

few years. Last time, we were in a hurry and didn’t catch up with each other properly. This time, it’s rare 

that we have met again. Let’s have dinner together, shall we?” 

Li Yuanhang was immediately alerted. He directly refused, “There’s no need to have dinner. I already 

have an appointment with other friends!” 

“Oh, really?” Linda said with some regret, “I was thinking of finding a time to have a good chat.” 

Li Yuanhang directly asked, “Talk? About what? About how Miss Linda wants to switch to our Emperor 

Palace Group?” 

Linda’s expression changed slightly, but she quickly recovered. A decent smile appeared on her face as 

she said, “Yuanhang, you misunderstood me. I have no intention of changing jobs now. As for the 

rumors outside, I don’t know where they came from. By the time I reacted, the rumors had already 

spread throughout the entire professional and business world. I can’t refute or correct them even if I 

wanted to.” 

Li Yuanhang nodded and then said unceremoniously, “Oh, you mean, those rumors and rumors outside 

have nothing to do with you, right?” 

Linda’s expression changed again. She thought for a moment and said, “Well… Maybe someone knows 

that you and I are old classmates of Tianhao, so they naturally think that I might switch to the imperial 

group in the future.” 

“Hmph!” Li Yuanhang snorted in disdain, “There are many classmates who are old classmates of Tianhao 

and me. Why didn’t those people spread such rumors?” 

Hearing Li Yuanhang’s words, Linda’s expression completely sank. She asked in a stern voice, “Li 

Yuanhang, what do you mean by this? Are you suspecting that I was the one who spread those rumors? 

How can you suspect me like this?” 

When she said this, she felt wronged. 
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At this moment, Linda said with a slightly aggrieved tone, “Yuanhang, how can you doubt me?” 

Li Yuanhang was instantly speechless and could not help but roll his eyes. He really wanted to ask in 

return, ‘Why can’t I doubt you?’ 



Perhaps it was because he was close to Gong Tianhao. Li Yuanhang did not have any tenderness towards 

women. 

He did not respond to Linda’s tone of accusation. 

Linda, “…” 

The corner of her mouth twitched involuntarily as she cursed in her heart, ‘This Li Yuanhang, I haven’t 

seen him for a few years. How did he become so cold-blooded and not show any tenderness towards 

women? If it wasn’t for the sake of using him, I would not have had any contact with him.’ 

To her, her blind choice in university was the biggest joke in her life. 

If it was possible, she didn’t want to go back to China, and she didn’t want to see anyone she knew. But 

she didn’t want to give up such an opportunity. 

Linda didn’t hear Li Yuanhang’s reply. She sighed softly and said with some sadness, “Forget it. It’s 

useless for me to say more.” 

Then, without waiting for Li Yuanhang’s reply, she continued, “Yuanhang, anyway, I’m going to have 

dinner with a few former classmates. I haven’t seen these old classmates for years.” 

Her attitude was relaxed and easygoing. It was as if she didn’t notice anything wrong with his attitude 

toward her. 

Li Yuanhang directly refused, “I have an appointment with a friend now. Maybe next time!” 

Linda smiled and said, “Okay, next time then. But remember to call Tianhao next time. After all, we 

haven’t seen each other for years. It’s okay to get together and have a chat.” 

At this point, she deliberately paused and said in a relaxed manner, “Let bygones be bygones. We can’t 

let the relationship between our classmates be so distant because of the past, right? I think you and 

Tianhao shouldn’t be so narrow-minded.” 

Li Yuanhang, “…” 

He thought for a while and didn’t reject her directly. He said, “Let’s talk about it in the future when we 

have time!” 

It didn’t make sense to leave her behind halfway, so Li Yuanhang simply sent her to the hotel Linda 

mentioned. 

After Linda got out of the car, she smiled and said to Li Yuanhang, “Yuanhang, remember our 

agreement.” 

Li Yuanhang, “…” what bullshit agreement? 

However, Li Yuanhang did not think too much about it and directly drove away. 

After Li Yuanhang left, it seemed that a few of Linda’s acquaintances walked over. “Linda, who was the 

person who sent you here just now?” 

Linda smiled and said, “It was just our old classmate.” 



These people asked in puzzlement, “Who is he? Isn’t today a gathering of old classmates? Why didn’t 

you invite him?” 

Linda said with a smile, “I met him on the way. He knew that I was coming to the hotel to attend a 

gathering of our old classmates, so he sent me straight to the hotel. However, he had already made an 

appointment with a friend, so he couldn’t attend our old classmates’ gatherings. However,” a smile 

appeared in her eyes, and she continued, “He said that we could make an appointment next time, and 

he would even bring along another old classmate that we know!” 

“Linda, stop playing riddles.” A classmate who was full of curiosity asked with a smile, “It makes my 

heart itch. I’m so curious. Quickly tell me, who is this old classmate? From your tone, it seems that he is 

a well-known celebrity.” 

Linda said, “You already know he’s a celebrity. Can’t you guess from that?” 

Then, a classmate suddenly shouted, “Oh, I remember that car! It’s Li Yuanhang’s. Linda, that person just 

now was Li Yuanhang, right?” 

Linda covered her mouth and laughed, “Well, well. You finally guessed it.” 

“Ah, it really is Li Yuanhang!” A few of the old classmates were both surprised and excited. 

Although they were Li Yuanhang’s classmates in name, they were well aware of the gap between them 

and Li Yuanhang. Therefore, they usually did not take the initiative to contact Li Yuanhang, even if they 

were in the country or even working together in the capital. 

To them, Gong Tianhao and Li Yuanhang were two huge mountains that they looked up to. Gong 

Tianhao was not to be mentioned. After all, he had a deep background and a cold and hard personality. 

With an attitude that kept people away, not many people had the guts to approach Gong Tianhao. 
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But Li Yuanhang was different. Li Yuanhang came from an ordinary background. He was cheerful in 

university and got along well with many people. Most importantly, he was the president of the student 

union at university and was very capable, even the cold Gong Tianhao could become friends with him. 

Even when he started the company, Li Yuanhang started to work for Gong Tianhao, making the company 

bigger and stronger bit by bit. As the company became more and more famous, Li Yuanhang’s name also 

became more and more famous in the industry. 

At that time, many companies that were bigger than the imperial palace group tried to poach Li 

Yuanhang with high salaries and preferential treatment, but they were all rejected by Li Yuanhang. 

He had been working by Gong Tianhao’s side all this time, directly making the Imperial Palace Group one 

of the top two big companies in the country, and then becoming one of the top two well-known 

companies in the world. 

It could be said that Li Yuanhang had contributed a lot to the imperial palace group’s current 

achievements and glory. 



Until now, Li Yuanhang was a legend in the workplace. 

“If I knew it was Li Yuanhang, I would have brought a pen and gotten his signature,” a classmate said 

regretfully, “You should know that I have always admired Li Yuanhang. He is my idol and the target I 

have always pursued!” 

They didn’t dare to imagine a big shot in the business world like Gong Tianhao, but Li Yuanhang was a 

big shot in the workplace, so they could pursue and admire him. 

“Linda, why didn’t you tell us that it was Li Yuanhang who sent you here?” someone complained, 

“Otherwise, we would have been waiting for you.” 

When Linda heard this, her expression changed slightly, but soon, no one noticed. 

“Okay, stop complaining. Didn’t you hear Linda say that they met on the way? Do you want Linda to call 

you when she’s in the car and tell you, Oh, Li Yuanhang sent me to the hotel, so you can all come over?” 

Someone said. 

“Oh, Linda also said that Li Yuanhang promised to come to the gathering next time, right?” Someone 

seemed to have reacted and looked at Linda and asked curiously, “Linda, you just said that Li Yuanhang 

will bring another person with him to the next gathering of his old classmates. Who will he bring?” 

Linda said with a laugh, “Who do you think he will bring?” 

“It can’t be Gong Tianhao, right?” Someone exclaimed excitedly. Looking at Linda’s expression, she 

asked again in shock, “Linda, it can’t Be Gong Tianhao, right?” 

Linda nodded, “That’s right. Who else but Gong Tianhao could Li Yuanhang have brought over? We all 

know that they have a very good relationship and are classmates with us. Li Yuanhang will definitely 

bring Gong Tianhao along for this reunion.” 

After getting a definite answer, the others were really excited and almost jumped up in joy. “Is it really 

Gong Tianhao? Does that mean that we can get close to Gong Tianhao?” 

Li Yuanhang was a legend in the workplace, while Gong Tianhao was a legend in the business world. 

Gong Tianhao could be said to be a person who could turn the clouds and rain with a flip of his hand. At 

the same time, he was also known as the King of the business world who was cold-blooded and ruthless. 

“Don’t be too happy too soon.” After being excited, someone quickly calmed down and said directly, 

“When Gong Tianhao appears at our gathering, you’d be too scared to speak.” 

He was right. 

After all, Gong Tianhao wasn’t as easygoing as Li Yuanhang. In university, Gong Tianhao didn’t get close 

to people. Anyone who wanted to get close to him could feel the cold air from afar before they got 

close. 

Besides, Gong Tianhao was a big shot now. It was hard to say whether he would pay attention to small 

figures like them. After all, the gap between them was not just big, but very, very big. 

The excited students immediately calmed down. 



“As long as Gong Tianhao attends our old classmates’ gathering, it doesn’t matter even if we watch from 

afar. At that time, we can take a group photo together and show off for a long time.” 

However, someone looked at Linda with uncertainty and asked, “Linda, when is the next old classmates’ 

gathering? Will Li Yuanhang and Gong Tianhao really be able to attend it?” 

Linda’s expression changed slightly, and then she said with a smile, “I’m not sure about that. It’s just that 

Li Yuanhang promised to attend the next gathering. You all know that people in our line of work pay the 

most attention to keeping their word.” 

“That’s good.” Someone said with a smile, “Linda, remember to inform me of the exact time of the next 

gathering.” 

“Yes, yes, I’ll be there too.” 

One by one, they fought to be with Linda. 

Linda smiled and replied one by one, “Okay, of course, I’ll inform you. But keep this to yourself.” 

Li Yuanhang didn’t know what Linda’s purpose was, but he felt it was a bit funny that he was so alert 

around a woman. 

Regardless, after fighting in the workplace for so many years, he knew very well that he absolutely 

couldn’t underestimate anyone, especially women. 

A woman scorned was scarier than hell. 

Since Linda came with a purpose, she naturally would not do something meaningless. 

Li Yuanhang sighed lightly. 
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A few days later, there were rumors that someone saw Linda get into Li Yuanhang’s car and he sent 

Linda to the hotel in a gentlemanly manner. 

This further confirmed the rumor that Linda was going to switch to the imperial group. 

“As expected, people always strive for the better in life.” Someone said with envy and a sour tone, “She 

said that she is very loyal to the company, but she will still move to another bigger company.” 

“Someone is jealous!” Someone said disdainfully, “This is just a rumor. Perhaps the Imperial group is 

trying to poach Linda. That’s why they sent Li Yuanhang.” 

“Who knows if the rumors are true or false!” Someone said with some doubt. 

She felt that it was a little strange. There seemed to be too many rumors about Linda these days. Every 

few days, there would be a new rumor. However, as these rumors became more and more fierce, many 

people worshipped Linda more and more. 



Someone heard her doubt and said with a smile, “You probably don’t know, right? Linda and Li 

Yuanhang Gong Tianhao are university classmates. Their relationship is not ordinary. It is said that…” Her 

expression became a little mysterious. She lowered her head and said to her, “It’s said that Linda was 

called Weng Jingjing in university, and she was in a relationship with Gong Tianhao.” 

“What?” This person was surprised, “Linda and Gong Tianhao were in a relationship? Then, how did they 

split up?” 

They must have split up. If they hadn’t split up, Gong Tianhao wouldn’t have married another woman. 

“I heard some rumors, but I’m not sure how they broke up. But, I heard that it was because Weng 

Jingjing chose to study abroad when she was in university that she chose to break up with Gong 

Tianhao.” 

“Huh? So, Weng Jingjing chose to give up her lover for the sake of her studies and future career? But, 

that’s not right. If they truly loved each other, they could have gone to study abroad together, right? 

Weng Jingjing didn’t have to break up with Gong Tianhao, right?” 

This insider shrugged his shoulders and said with an indifferent expression, “Who knows what happened 

at that time? But, I heard that after Weng Jingjing chose to study abroad and broke up with Gong 

Tianhao, Gong Tianhao suffered a huge blow. He was so drunk that he wanted to die.” 

“It seems that Gong Tianhao loves Weng Jingjing too much. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have suffered such a 

huge blow!” 

“That’s right! If it wasn’t for his deep love, how could a man die for a woman? Especially a man with 

status and background like Gong Tianhao. If he needed a woman, there would be many beautiful 

women throwing themselves at him.” 

“That’s right. Then, does this mean that Linda came back this time to rekindle their old relationship with 

Gong Tianhao?” 

“Who knows? But now we all know that Gong Tianhao is now a married person! Even if Weng Jingjing 

still has feelings for Gong Tianhao, she can’t interfere in his marriage and be a mistress, right?” 

“What’s wrong with that?” Someone disagreed, “Miss Linda has good looks, temperament, and ability. 

Most importantly, as long as they truly love each other, that’s enough. The one who isn’t loved is the 

third party!” 

As soon as he said this, someone immediately retorted, “Your worldview is wrong! No matter how much 

they loved each other in the past, they have been separated for so many years, and he is already 

married. 

“Do you have no respect for the sanctity of marriage? Linda is beautiful, elegant, and smart. However, 

Gong Tianhao’s wife isn’t any worse than her, right? 

“In my opinion, Gong Tianhao’s wife’s appearance can’t be described as simply beautiful. Instead, she is 

devastatingly beautiful. In this aspect, Linda’s appearance cannot be compared to Gong Tianhao’s wife, 

right? 



“Furthermore, in terms of temperament, Gong Tianhao’s wife wouldn’t lose out to Linda at all, right? 

She is noble and elegant, and she also has a kind of charisma. As for ability, that is even more out of the 

question. In just three to four years, she has developed from a small vegetable stall into a multi-billion-

dollar enterprise in the country.” 

Chapter 1018: Sacrifice 

 

“Some time ago, we all knew that Green Fresh Group posted a job advertisement online. People went 

crazy. They all sent their resumes, and at the same time, they were prepared to jump to the green fresh 

group. 

“So, tell me, if you were a man, who would you choose?” 

The person who said these words was a woman. 

She had always worshipped Xiao Lingyu, not only because of her beauty and temperament but also 

because of Xiao Lingyu’s style and boldness as a boss. 

When she chose the company’s elite talents, the first thing she saw was the character, followed by 

ability. From this point, it could be seen that Xiao Lingyu was definitely a very upright and fair boss. 

Following such a boss was good for the employees. 

How could Linda, who had just returned to China a few days ago, compare to her? 

As soon as she finished her sentence, someone disagreed, “But Linda is a top student who went abroad 

to study, and she worked in a well-known foreign company. Besides, Xiao Lingyu is only a small graduate 

of South University. In this regard, Xiao Lingyu is no match for Linda!” 

“A top student who returned from studying abroad? Our company itself has so many of them. How 

many of them have real abilities? Their academic qualifications are just nice to hear. 

“So what if Xiao Lingyu graduated from North University? Hasn’t she already proved herself? I’ll admire 

Linda when she starts a large company that is worth billions, not just an elite white-collar worker with a 

salary of tens of millions a year.” 

“You…” this person didn’t know how to refute. Then, he thought of something and said unwillingly, 

“Didn’t Xiao Lingyu rely on her husband, Gong Tianhao, to get to where she is today?” 

As soon as he said this, someone immediately showed disdain and said, “You haven’t been to the 

Taoyuan Village’s Farm, right? You haven’t eaten the fruits, vegetables, and delicacies in Taoyuan village, 

right? Otherwise, you wouldn’t say such ignorant words.” 

This person, “…” 

… 

Li Yuanhang suddenly received a call from Weng Jingjing. 



“Yuanhang, you said you would have a meal with me next time? I’ll ask you now, when will that be?” 

Linda said with a smile, as if afraid that Li Yuanhang would reject her again. She immediately said, “You 

have to keep your word!” 

“…” Li Yuanhang thought for a moment, looked at the schedule, and said, “Let’s do it tonight!” 

Everything that Weng Jingjing did had a purpose. 

She approached him once or twice, so she naturally had a purpose. 

He guessed that her ultimate goal should be Gong Tianhao. 

In that case, he wanted to see what she wanted to do now. 

After Weng Jingjing put down the phone, the smile on her face immediately sank. 

A person was sitting in the room. Looking at her expression, he asked with some confusion, “What’s 

wrong? Did Li Yuanhang refuse?” 

Weng Jingjing poured herself a glass of red wine from the bar counter. Then, she sat on the sofa and 

said lightly, “He didn’t. I just feel that Li Yuanhang has changed. Has He become very vigilant?” 

Thinking back to university, no matter what she said, Li Yuanhang believed her. But now, it was 

different. 

The person in the room said, “Haha, isn’t this normal? It’s been more than ten years since you guys 

parted ways. Who hasn’t changed? Besides, Li Yuanhang is like a dog by Gong Tianhao’s side. He’s 

especially loyal to Gong Tianhao.” 

After saying this, the person added, “Moreover, Li Yuanhang and Gong Tianhao are the people who 

know you best. Your appearance is very sudden for them, so they might suspect your intentions.” 

Weng Jingjing’s face darkened, “So what? As long as I can achieve my goals, I can do anything! Ten years 

ago, Gong Tianhao lied to me and hid his identity. He made me give up on him, and now he wants to 

marry another woman. Ten years later, I want to take everything back. I want to become the wife of the 

CEO of the Imperial Group and the woman that all women look up to!” 

As she said these words, her eyes revealed her powerful ambition, and her face revealed a determined 

expression. 

She didn’t come back because she was persuaded by others. She had her own ambitions. 

After hearing this, the people in the room sighed heavily and said, “Why are you doing this? You should 

know that Gong Tianhao has already married and has children. It is said that he loves his wife and 

children very much.” 

“So what?” Weng Jingjing said confidently with ambition, “Even if you are married, you can still get a 

divorce! No matter how loving a couple is, as long as they don’t trust each other and there is a gap 

between them, one day, they will be separated.” 

“But… but what if Gong Tianhao doesn’t love you anymore?” The person in the room asked again. 



Weng Jingjing’s expression froze for a moment, then she sneered and said, “To me, it doesn’t matter! 

Now, I only want status and to enjoy the glory and wealth in the future. In the future, anyone who sees 

me will have to respectfully call me Mrs. Gong or Mrs. CEO.” 

In other words, she only wanted the glory and wealth of money and power, and she didn’t care about 

these feelings and love at all. 

The people in the room sighed and said, “If that’s the case, I wish you luck.” 

… 

Li Yuanhang walked into Gong Tianhao’s office with a dark expression. 

Gong Tianhao looked at his expression and asked curiously, “What’s wrong with you?” 

“It’s that woman, Weng Jingjing!” Li Yuanhang said angrily. 

“What did she do to you again?” Gong Tianhao asked, amused. 

Li Yuanhang said, “If it wasn’t for you, would I have to sacrifice myself?” 

“…” Gong Tianhao spread his hands and asked, “So, what did you sacrifice?” 

Li Yuanhang said sullenly, “I promised to have dinner with her tonight!” 

“…” Gong Tianhao said faintly, “Oh! Then I wish you a happy dinner with the beauty!” 

Li Yuanhang,”…” 

Chapter 1019: Straight to the Point 

 

Li Yuanhang arrived at the reserved room of the restaurant. He sat for a while and looked at the time. 

Fifteen minutes had passed. The person who had agreed to meet him had yet to arrive. He could not 

help but frown, slightly displeased. 

But then he thought of something and waited patiently for a while. 

After waiting for half an hour, Linda finally arrived late. 

Before Li Yuanhang could say anything, Linda said apologetically, “Sorry, I was late in the traffic. Sorry to 

have kept you waiting, Yuanhang!” 

What else could Li Yuanhang say after she said that? 

Li Yuanhang nodded and said, “It’s okay. Please take a seat!” 

Li Yuanhang didn’t help her pull the stool away like a gentleman. 

Linda, who had always been the center of attention, felt a little uncomfortable in her heart, but she 

didn’t show it on her face. She put her bag away and sat down elegantly. 

Then, she said half-jokingly and half-seriously, “Yuanhang, you’re actually a big shot. It’s so difficult to 

ask you out for dinner.” 



Li Yuanhang stared at her with his sharp eyes and said sharply, “Linda, oh no, Miss Weng Jingjing, I 

thought you knew the reason why!” 

Weng Jingjing’s expression froze, and then she said with difficulty, “But Yuanhang, it’s been more than 

ten years. Can’t you forgive me after more than ten years?” 

Li Yuanhang stirred the coffee in his cup with a small spoon and said with a half-smile, “Yes, it’s been 

more than ten years since that incident. It doesn’t matter if I forgive you or not!” 

“…” Linda seemed to not understand Li Yuanhang’s words. She asked directly, “Yuanhang, what do you 

mean?” 

Li Yuanhang looked at Linda’s feigned ignorance and said with a chuckle, “Nothing much. It’s been more 

than ten years. We are just classmates. But ten years later, we’re even less familiar than classmates.” 

After hearing this, Linda’s expression was twisted and angry for a moment, but she quickly recovered. 

Her stiff expression finally broke into a smile as she continued to say, “Yuanhang, aren’t you being a 

little too heartless by saying this?” 

Li Yuanhang looked at her expression and asked seriously, “Oh, is it very heartless?” 

After saying this, he paused for a moment, slightly lowered his head, and sneered, “I don’t think so. 

Compared to what you did ten years ago, I feel that my way of doing things is much more humane!” 

This time, Linda’s expression quickly became ugly, and a thin layer of anger appeared on her face. She 

seemed to be unable to control her impulse to curse, but after these few years of cultivation, she 

endured it. 

She said with a fake smile, “Yuanhang, more than ten years ago, I admitted that I did something wrong 

and hurt Tianhao. But that was because I was young and impetuous, and acted impulsively. Later, I also 

regretted it a lot.” 

At this point, she paused and seemed to be a little emotional. Her voice couldn’t help but become 

louder. “But I definitely wouldn’t do it again.” 

Li Yuanhang looked at her and sneered, “Regret? I think you regret not knowing Tianhao’s identity. So, in 

order to go abroad and for your future, you betrayed Tianhao and went abroad with another man.” 

“Then who is to blame?!” Linda’s voice was slightly sharp as she said excitedly, “If Gong Tianhao told me 

his identity, would I have made such a choice? Gong Tianhao lied to me first. Why is everyone blaming 

me?” 

If Gong Tianhao had told her his identity as the crown prince when they were dating, would she have 

made such a stupid choice? 

Li Yuanhang said calmly, “So, you’re interested in an identity, not his heart, right?” 

Linda’s expression froze, and a hint of panic appeared in her eyes. 

“But have you ever thought that for you, Gong Tianhao worked three different jobs every day? He would 

buy whatever you needed without hesitation.” 



Speaking of this, Li Yuanhang was also a little indignant, “That time, Gong Tianhao bought you a gift with 

the money he earned from three months of work. When he wanted to give you a surprise, you gave him 

a bigger surprise. He caught you with another man. Do you know how much damage that did to 

Tianhao?” 

Chapter 1020: Straight to the Point 

 

Linda opened her mouth, wanting to explain, but Li Yuanhang stretched out his hand to stop her and 

continued, “Don’t say that Gong Tianhao lied about his identity first. In the end, you’re just using him. 

Whether it’s Gong Tianhao or that man you’re going abroad with.” 

Li Yuanhang pointed out mercilessly. 

Linda’s pupils constricted, and her face turned pale. 

Even though she was sitting on the chair, it could be seen that she was on the verge of collapse. 

However, Li Yuanhang didn’t feel any tenderness towards her. His eyes were sharp as he observed every 

expression on Linda’s face. Then, he asked sharply, “So, you came back this time and caused such a big 

commotion. What’s your purpose?” 

Linda reacted quickly when she heard Li Yuanhang’s question. 

She restrained her exposed expression and then revealed a decent smile, “What purpose can I have? 

Can’t I return to the country to develop? Is there a purpose for returning to the country? Li Yuanhang, 

aren’t you overestimating me too much?” 

Li Yuanhang said, “No, you’re wrong. I’m not overestimating you, but I’ve underestimated you!” 

Linda, “…” her face was twisted and ferocious for a moment. 

Linda took a deep breath and said, “Yuanhang, you’re making me sad!” 

Then, she said sharply, “All of you have been blaming me. But what’s wrong with people striving to have 

a better life? 

“Plus, how is Gong Tianhao not wrong? If he didn’t conceal his identity and lied to me, would I have 

made such a choice? Moreover, Gong Tianhao concealed his identity and approached me as a poor kid 

without any background. That was because he was afraid that I’d find out about his real identity, right?” 

The more Linda said, the more she felt that this was the case. She took a deep breath and said coldly, 

“Speaking of which, we’re just the same! So, don’t force all the blame on me!” 

After Li Yuanhang heard it, his expression didn’t change, and his expression was calm. Then, he said 

faintly, “I don’t want to talk about this with you now. I just want to ask you. You haven’t returned to the 

country for more than ten years. Now that you’ve returned to the country, you’ve made such a big fuss. 

What exactly do you want to do? What’s your purpose?” 

The topic was going around and around again, and Linda’s expression became stiff again. 

How could Linda tell Li Yuanhang her true purpose? 



She sneered, “Li Yuanhang, you’re biased against me now. You don’t trust me. You won’t believe me no 

matter what I say. Why are you being so aggressive and interrogating me like I’m a Criminal?” At this 

point, Linda stopped pretending. She sneered again, “In your eyes, I’m just a bad woman who will do 

anything to achieve her goals. But I’m telling you, if that’s the case, then I’m going to prove you right.” 

Li Yuanhang stared at her with his sharp eyes and said sharply, “Your goal is probably Gong Tianhao, 

right? But, I’m telling you, no matter what your goal is, you won’t succeed. Moreover, Tianhao is already 

married. Just give up!” 

Linda looked at Li Yuanhang with anger on her face. She gnashed her teeth and said, “Li Yuanhang, why 

do you always look at people through colored glasses?” 

“A leopard can’t change its spots!” Li Yuanhang’s tone was indifferent, but he hit the nail on the head! 

Linda took a deep breath and then said coldly, “It seems that our differences can’t be bridged. Li 

Yuanhang, I hope that you will always be so loyal to Gong Tianhao! Otherwise, you will regret it one 

day!” 

Li Yuanhang said, “You shouldn’t worry about that. I still have something to do, so I’ll take my leave first. 

Oh, I’ve already bought this order. You can drink it slowly!” 

After saying that, Li Yuanhang ignored Linda’s ugly expression and left directly! 

As soon as Li Yuanhang left, Linda’s face immediately darkened. 

Then, she asked indifferently, “Did you get it?” 

At some point in time, another person appeared in the room. This person was holding the latest model 

of camera. With a smug and sinister smile on his face, he said, “Don’t worry, I got it all!” 

After listening to him, Linda warned him sternly, “I’m warning you, keep things to your heart. Don’t 

make me turn onyou.” 

This person smiled and said, “Don’t worry. I have always been very professional. I am dumb and deaf 

most of the time.” 

Linda nodded, “Good. Other than you, Li Yuanhang, and me, no one else is to know about this 

conversation. If I know that the fourth person knows, it will definitely be you who exposed it. At that 

time, I won’t let you off!” When she said this, a sinister look flashed across her face. 

This person thought it was interesting and said, “Oh, why wouldn’t it be Li Yuanhang that exposes it?” 

“He won’t!” Linda said with certainty, “He has his own principles. Before he finds out my purpose, he 

will definitely not say anything!” 

This person patted his camera and said with a smile, “Don’t worry. Since I took your money, I will do my 

job well!” 

When Li Yuanhang walked out of the coffee shop, he sighed lightly and said, “Sigh, I was too impulsive.” 

He was clearly here to test the other party’s intentions, but in the end, the moment he met this Linda, 

Weng Jingjing, he couldn’t control the anger in his heart. 



This woman was really shameless. She was the one who had given up on Gong Tianhao for the sake of 

her future, but now she was blaming Gong Tianhao for hiding his identity and deceiving her, making her 

make the wrong choice. 

A proud and self-righteous woman would never admit that she was wrong. 

 


